METHOD FOR CONTROLLING TENTER CLIP GAP SPACING DURING SIMULTANEOUS BIAXIAL STRETCHING USING LINEAR SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to control of clip carriages in simultaneous biaxial tenters for stretching webs of material wherein clip carriages are independently propelled in two opposed endless loops. The invention in particular relates to tenters using linear motors to propel the carriages throughout the endless loops. On the inner facing sides of the two loops, the web is grasped by clips on the carriages at the entrance of each loop and stretched longitudinally by progressively accelerating individual carriages thereby causing them to become spaced apart. At the same time the carriages can be guided laterally apart thereby stretching the web laterally. At the end of each loop, the web, now traveling at a higher speed than at the entrance, is released from the carriages and the carriages are returned to the beginning of the loop where the web is once again grasped and stretched by the diverging accelerating carriages. On the return side of each loop, the carriages must be slowed from the web release speed to the web grasping speed, at which speed the carriages are abutted with each other. Such a linear motor propelled, web tenter system with the above carriage control is described in U.S. 5,072,493 to Hommes et al. Additional details and improvements in such system are described in patent publications DE 4436676 to Steffi (clip carriages), DE 19513301 to Briel et al (eddy current disc for carriages stacking), and DE 19517339 to Ruehlemann (rail transitions at exit turn).

[0002] Controlling the carriages on the return side of each loop has presented challenges in handling the carriages during start up of the tenter and process upsets, handling large gaps between carriages that may cause a shortage of carriages at the web grasping end of the loop, and handling the same number of carriages at different stretching ratios. At a low stretch ratio, a lot of carriages are on the web sides of the loops and fewer are on the return sides, while for high draw ratios, fewer carriages are on the web sides of the loops and more are on the return sides. There are also economic concerns about keeping the return side system simple and low cost since precise control of the carriages is not required on the return side where there is no interaction with the web.

[0003] Nevertheless, one suggested method of operating the return side is to provide linear motors that interact synchronously with permanent magnets on the carriages to predictably control the speed and position of the carriages. These magnets are the same magnets that are required for precise control on the web stretching side of the loops. For precise return side control, the motor drives for control of adjacent motor windings can be frequency and phase synchronized or partially frequency and phase synchronized as the carriages pass from one motor winding to the next. For less precise control and lower cost, the motor drives may not be frequency and phase synchronized as the carriages pass from one motor winding to the next; some loss of control of speed and position will be experienced, but it may not affect overall operation.

[0004] At the loop turns at the web entrance ends of the endless loops, an eddy current disc, as described in the '301 reference, may be employed for each loop. It is driven at a speed faster than the desired carriage speed at the web entrance of the loop. This removes all gaps between carriages and abuts them with a low collision force that does not damage the carriages, which are provided with bumpers for this purpose. The eddy current disc also develops sufficient cumulative force on the stack of carriages to insure that the carriages entering the film side of the machine are pushed tightly against the first few film side carriages with no gaps. This pushing force also contributes to the force required of the first few carriages on the film side to develop web tension prior to the tenter.

[0005] Although this improved system achieves a simplified operation and reduced costs, there is a problem that this system does not handle large gaps that may occur between carriages unpredictably. For instance, on the web side a gap between carriages may occur when there is a web break during thread-up or continuous operation that causes the carriages to get out of synchronism with the electromagnetic wave developed by the motor winding. In this situation, one or several carriages may fall behind and bunch-up leaving a large upset gap ahead of the bunched-up carriages. For the bunched-up carriages to catch up to their steady state positions, the upset gap must be closed before it reaches the entrance end of the tenter. When this gap gets to the return side, the only way proposed by known systems to close the gap is by increasing the speed of the eddy current disc, but this has been found to be insufficient for closing a gap greater than about 2 meters, and cannot handle multiple, or recurring, closely spaced gaps of 1.5-2.0 meters. The eddy current disc is torque controlled so its speed increases over a limited range when a gap is experienced by the disk. This is because the resisting force the carriages exert on the disk decreases with fewer carriages adjacent the disk. Since the disk is running at a constant torque, the lower resistance causes the disk to speed up. As the disk speeds up, the relative motion between the disk and carriages stacked adjacent the disk increases until the resisting force of the carriages and the driving torque of the disk is again in balance. The increased speed of the disk allows carriages that are up to two meters behind to catch up to the stack of carriages on the disk. With a gap greater than two meters, the bunched-up carriages arrive too late at the entrance end and a gap occurs on the web side of the loops which shuts down the tenter. Additionally, there may be so few carriages engaged by the eddy current disc that there is insufficient force developed to achieve the necessary web tension by the first few carriages on the web sides of the loops. Shut down of the tenter is highly undesirable for a tenter that stretches
continuously cast polymer sheet that must be diverted to waste during resynchronization of the carriages. There is a need for a simple system for handling large gaps (greater than 2 meters) or frequently recurring gaps of 1.5-2.0 meters to maintain a continuous supply of abutted carriages to the eddy current disc and the web side of the loops.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The invention is directed to a method of temporarily speeding up delayed carriages on a return side of an endless loop of driven carriages in a linear motor web tenter comprising two such loops, each driven carriage provided with a linear motor secondary adapted for web stretching propulsion on a web engaging side of the endless loop as defined in claim 1.

[0007] Preferred embodiments are set out in the dependent claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008]

Figure 1 shows a schematic plan view of a typical tenter-type stretcher for a web.

Figure 2 shows a speed versus position plot of the carriages in each loop as they travel along the return side of the stretcher.

Figures 3A, 3B, and 3C are schematic plan views of the carriages on a return side of a loop of the stretcher of Fig. 1.

Figure 4 shows a variation of the speed versus position plot of Figure 2 wherein the transport portion has two subsections.

Figure 5 shows a variation of the speed versus position plot of Figure 2 wherein the transport portion has several subsections.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0009] Figure 1 shows a schematic plan view of a typical tenter-type stretcher for a web, such as a film. The polymer is cast onto a chilled roll at 20 to form a cast film 21 that is fed to the entrance 22 of the stretcher 23 where it is grasped by clips on carriages, such as carriages 24 and 26, riding on tracks, such as tracks 28 and 30, in opposed recirculating endless loops, 32 and 34. The carriages, in addition to containing clips, contain a linear motor secondary (not shown), such as a permanent magnet. These secondaries are closely spaced from linear motor primaries 31 and 33 adjacent the tracks 28 and 30, respectively, that develop moving electromagnetic fields that propel the carriages along the loops. There may also be film clips on idler carriages (not shown) nested in between the powered carriages containing secondaries. The idler carriages would further support the film and be propelled by the film, which is propelled by the powered carriages. At the entrance end 22, there are cam surfaces or magnetic means 36 and 38 that act on a clip lever on each carriage to close the clips to grip the edge of the film. As the carriages proceed along the tracks in the direction of arrows 40 and 42, the film is stretched laterally in direction 44 and, in the case of a simultaneous stretcher, the film is stretched longitudinally in direction 46. At the entrance end 22, the carriages 24 are abutted in a stack 45 in loop 32 and the carriages 26 are abutted in a stack 47 in loop 34. At the position of arrows 40 and 42 in both loops, the carriages are spaced apart, such as carriages 24a and 24b, and carriages 26a and 26b in loops 32 and 34 respectively. Such a simultaneous-type stretcher is described in U.S. 5,072,493 to Hommes et al.

[0010] The stretched film 48 then proceeds to the exit end 50 of the stretcher where there are cam surfaces or magnetic means 52 and 54 that act on the clip lever on each carriage to open the clips to release the edge of the film. The film is released before it reaches the end 50 of the stretcher. The stretched film 48 leaving the stretcher has tension applied by winding devices (not shown) that wind the film into rolls. This tension insures the film edges are pulled from the spaced apart carriages as the carriages 24 and 26 move away from the film at end turns 56 and 58 to return to the entrance end 22 of the stretcher where the carriages are again abutted in a stack. Near the exit end 50 of the stretcher, and located along a distance that spans the cam surfaces 52 and 54, are jet means 60 and 62 directed at the clips on the carriages that act, during a film tear, to remove film edges and debris from the clips so no edge or debris is carried to the return side of the stretcher.

[0011] Frequently, there is an oven enclosure 61 (shown in dashed lines) surrounding a major portion of the stretcher 23 for controlling the thermal condition (heating and cooling) of the film as it is being stretched, and for keeping the clips heated. There are a plurality of sensors, such as sensor 63, located in the oven and directed at the film to monitor film temperature for control purposes. In the case of a film tear, the temperature sensed by the sensor 63 changes dramatically as the film moves away from the sensor, and this can be used to detect film tears in the stretcher. In this case, the sensor 63 also serves as a position detector to sense the presence of the planar film in the stretcher. A controller 65 is used to operate the stretcher and monitor the output from sensors, such as sensor 63.

[0012] After leaving the end turns 56 and 58 of each loop, the carriages must begin slowing down and closing up the spaces 66 and 68 between carriages in each loop so the carriages are abutted when they return to the entrance end 22. Figure 2 shows a typical speed versus position plot (solid line) of the carriages in each loop as they travels along the return side from the exit end 50 to the entrance end 22. The carriages are moving from right to left in the Fig. 2 plot as they would be in Fig. 1. The return side is the same for each loop and comprises
several portions. In portion 70, the carriages decelerate gradually so any idler carriages present gently pile up against the leading powered carriage without damaging collision forces; elastomeric bumpers on the idler and powered carriages are provided to minimize these forces. In portion 72, steeper deceleration may be applied to slow the carriages quickly before arriving in portion 74, a constant speed, transport control, portion. The transport portion for each loop may be positioned as at 74 in Fig. 1. The horizontal heavy line 76 in Fig. 2 indicates the constant speed versus position of the carriages in the transport portion 74. Some variations may occur for individual carriages but the average speed is indicated by the solid line. Portion 78 is a space closing portion where the carriages are brought closer together just before abutting. Portion 80 is the abutting portion where the carriages at the entrance end 22 are traveling abutted at a speed indicated at horizontal line 82 which is fixed by the speed of the film entering the stretcher. The carriages in portion 80 are urged to go faster than the abutted speed as indicated by line 84 so they form a moving abutted stack 45 (Fig. 1) at position 87 (Fig. 2) before reaching the entrance end 22. For a steady state operating condition, each carriage is controlled to be at a particular position along the return side at a particular time. The steady state position of any given carriage along the return side is predictable.

[0013] Figure 3 A is a schematic plan view of the carriages 26 on a return side 86 of loop 34 of the stretcher of Fig. 1. The carriages along the film stretching side 88 of the loop are not shown for clarity. The return side carriages are generally following the carriage speed versus position illustrated in Fig. 2, and along transport line 76. The carriages are regularly spaced along most of the return side and the spacing closes up and the carriages are abutted in a moving stack 45 at position 87. In normal operation the trailing end carriage 26e in the stack 86 is moving forward and is being rapidly replaced by the next carriage 26f so the end of the stack stays at about the same position at 87. In practice, the abutting portion 80 or the return side (Fig. 2) is represented by an eddy current disc, such as a metal surfaced wheel 91, operating in a carriage supply turn 92 that interacts with the carriage secondary magnets to asynchronously propel them. The speed imparted by the interacting surface of the wheel is greater than the speed the carriages are being consumed at the entrance end 22 of the stretcher.

[0014] Figure 3B shows what happens to the carriages when there is a disturbance on the film side 88 that causes some of the powered carriages to lose synchronism with the electromagnetic wave, become delayed, and fall back and bunch up with following carriages. This creates an upset gap 90 between the first bunched-up, delayed, carriage at 26c and the leading undelayed carriage at 26d. If a small upset gap occurs, when the carriages 26c and 26d arrive at abutting portion 80 (Fig. 2), the overspeed in abutting portion 80 may be sufficient to permit the delayed carriage 26c to catch up with the undelayed end carriage 26d at the end of the stack before the stack gets too short. Such a system is described in patent publication DE 19513301 assigned to Bruckner-Maschinenbau by Briet et al. However, when a large upset gap is present, the undelayed end carriage 26d may proceed a sufficient distance around the film supply turn 92 before being replaced by the next carriage, delayed carriage 26c. This can cause problems with the operation of the stretcher. The force applied to the entering film by the first few carriages is dependent on the number of abutted carriages being propelled together in the film supply turn 92. If too few carriages are being propelled, the total combined force exerted by the stacked carriages may be too low to reliably pull the film into the stretcher. In the worst case, the next stack end replacement carriage does not catch up with the moving stack end carriage before the film must be grasped, and the replacement carriage will be out of synchronism with the magnetic wave propelling the film stretching carriages at the entrance end 22 of the stretcher. This will result in shutdown of the stretcher and film will be wasted as the stretcher is restarted.

[0015] It has been discovered that the upset gap can be handled without upset to the stretcher if: 1) an excess of carriages are accumulated in the stack and the delayed carriages following the upset gap are caught up to their steady state position before the upset gap reaches the abutting portion, or 2) the delayed carriages are caught up to their steady state position and the upset gap is repositioned behind the bunched-up carriages instead of in front of them before the upset gap reaches the abutting portion. In both cases, preferably the upset gap is accommodated before it reaches the end of the transport portion. Strategy 1) can be accomplished by sensing the upset gap and speeding up all the carriages in the transport portion to cause a number of carriages ahead of the gap to get to the stack early and the delayed carriages immediately behind the gap to get to the stack at least on time. Strategy 2) can be accomplished by selectively speeding up the bunched-up, delayed, carriages so they move ahead of the upset gap to thereby arrive at the abutting portion at least on time before the upset gap reaches the abutting portion. To accommodate a large upset gap, the stack end may temporarily move beyond abutting portion 80 (Fig. 2) and into portion 78. The process must be controlled so the end of the stack does not move significantly beyond portion 80 and into a section of portion 78 where the carriages are traveling at an excessive speed relative to the stack speed so damaging collisions would occur.

[0016] The upset gap can be detected by placing a sensor 94 (Fig. 3B) that senses each passing carriage near the exit end 50 and comparing the actual time between carriages to the expected time between carriages. In this way the position and size of the upset gap is detected and appropriate action can be taken to make...
sure the gap is accommodated before it reaches the end of the stack. If the gap is not detected well before reaching the end of the stack, there will not be enough time to make necessary corrections. The sensor may be located at the entrance to the transport section or ahead of the transport section for efficient operation of the system.

Strategy 1) will be discussed further referring to Figure 2. When the upset gap is detected and the first delayed carriage is in the transport portion, the speed of all carriages in the transport portion 74, represented normally by line 76, is momentarily increased slightly, represented by dashed line 76’. This causes some of the carriages affected by the temporary speed increase to get to the end of the stack slightly earlier than normal which will cause the moving stack to increase in length and the end position of the stack at 87 to move toward portion 78. The most delayed of the plurality of delayed carriages will get to the abutting portion on time. The time that the temporary speed increase is maintained is determined by the length of the transport portion, the magnitude of the speed increase, and the size of the upset gap. For instance, for a given upset gap, if the transport portion is long, the speed increase can be low; if the transport portion is short, the speed increase must be high. The size of the upset gap is only determined after the sensor detects the first bunched-up following the gap. Compensation for the gap must begin immediately since it may take a long time to determine a large gap is present and then the time and distance to correct the gap is already diminished. Ordinarily, the speed increase compensates for the delayed carriages being out of position during the time the gap takes to travel the length of the transport portion. In this way, by the time the gap reaches the critical abutting portion 80, there are already enough carriages accumulated to make up for the diminished number of carriages arriving due to the upset gap. After compensation by speeding up the delayed carriages and lengthening the stack, the speed in the transport portion is returned to normal (represented by line 76’). Eventually the upset gap reaches the end of the stack lengthened by the accumulated carriages, and there is then a lag before the on-time delayed carriage reaches the end of the stack. During this lag time, the moving stack length decreases from its compensated state, and the end of the stack moves to the left in the figure away from portion 78 until it reaches the normal position represented by 87 in Figures 2 and 3A. Normal operation has then been restored.

A variation of strategy 1), as just discussed, is illustrated in Figure 4 where the transport portion 74 is not operated as a single constant speed portion, but as two constant speed subsections 74a and 74b with the short section 74a being variable to provide catch up capability to momentarily speed up delayed carriages and increase the stack length to accommodate upset gaps. In this case, the speed increase in the short portion would ordinarily be higher than that required in the long-

Another variation of strategy 1), which was mentioned earlier, is to provide the catch up ability only in the abutting portion 80. Since the abutting portion has a relatively short length compared to the transport portion, it provides only limited repositioning of delayed carriages and accumulation of additional carriages. If the upset gap is large, say more than 2 meters, this variation is not expected to be effective. Since the abutting portion often only includes the turning wheel 91, there is limited ability to physically increase the length of the abutting portion. The abutting portion can be virtually extended into the space closing portion 78 by suitable control of the carriage drive system, so after an upset gap is detected, a modest capability to reposition delayed carriages and increase the stack length may be possible to accommodate larger upset gaps.

Obviously, some combination of the variations just discussed may be employed with the transport portion to accommodate the upset gap using strategy 1). That is, the speed increase may apply to the transport portion in whole or part and, if necessary, to the space closing portion and the abutting portion to achieve a capability that matches the upset gaps to be expected in operation. To summarize, strategy 1) is to detect the upset gap as it enters the return side and increase the speed of a plurality of carriages in the transport portion, and additionally in other following portions, as soon as the first delayed carriage is in the transport portion to catchup the delayed carriages and lengthen the stack before the gap reaches the stack. Preferably the delayed carriages are caught up before the gap leaves the transport portion and reaches the abutting portion.

Strategy 2) will be discussed further referring to Figures 3B, 3C and 5. In Fig. 5, the transport portion 74 is normally operated as a single constant speed portion as indicated by line 76, but it has subsections 74c, 74d, 74e, and 74f that can be controlled to vary the carriage speed in each subsection independently of other subsections, as indicated by line 76c for subsection 74c; and by line 76d for subsection 74d; and by line 76e for subsection 74e; and by line 76f for subsection 74f. In this way, the speed of a selected subsection can be increased as the bunched-up carriages are present to speed up only those carriages, and some immediately adjacent the bunched-up ones that happen to be in the same subsection at the same time. When the upset gap 90 is first detected by sensor 94, it is in the position shown in Fig. 3B with the gap 90 ahead of the bunched-up carriages 96 relative to the direction of carriage motion indicated by arrow 98. When the end of the gap is detected by detecting the first bunched-up carriage 26c and the first delayed carriage is in subsection 74c (Fig.
5), the subsection 74c can change the propulsion speed of the carriages from line 76 to line 76c. This would continue until it is calculated that the bunch of carriages 96 is passing into subsection 76d. At this point subsection 76d would change the propulsion speed of the carriages from line 76 to line 76d and join subsection 76c in propelling the carriages at the increased speed. When it is calculated that the bunch of carriages 96 have left subsection 74c, the propulsion speed in this subsection is changed from line 76c to line 76. This process continues and the speed of subsection 74e is increased to that indicated by line 76e as the calculated position of the bunched-up carriages reaches subsection 74e, and the speed of subsection 74d is decreased to that indicated by line 76; and the speed of subsection 74f is increased to that indicated by line 76f and the speed of subsection 74e is reduced to that indicated by line 76.

[0022] At about this point (if not sooner) the bunched-up carriages 96 being propelled by subsection 74f have caught up to an expected spacing with the leading undelayed carriage 26d as shown in Fig. 3C, and the upset gap 90 is now trailing the bunched-up carriages 96. The bunched-up carriages may also have become spaced apart slightly due to the process. In this situation, the first and most delayed of the bunched-up carriages has now caught up to its steady state, expected, position and the bunched-up carriages provide a momentary increase in the length of the stack to accommodate the upset gap that now follows the bunched-up carriages. This strategy 2) is preferred to strategy 1) if there is a need to close very large gaps. Since the control zones are shorter, it provides the ability to more controllably increase the speed of only the carriages which are delayed. This permits a higher gap closing speed to be used without getting the undelayed carriages to arrive at abutting portion 80 too early. For very large gaps, adjacent zones (such as 76c and 76d) may be at the higher velocity simultaneously. For very large gaps, zones 76f, 76e, 76d, and 76c may all be at the high velocity simultaneously for a short time and then one by one return to their normal velocity as the delayed carriages leave each zone.

Claims

1. A method of temporarily speeding up delayed carriages (24, 26) on the return side of an endless loop (32, 34) of driven carriages (24, 26) in a linear motor web tenter comprising two such loops (32, 34), each driven carriage (24, 26) provided with a linear motor secondary adapted for web stretching propulsion on a web engaging side of the endless loop (32, 24), characterized by

   a) propelling the driven carriages (24, 26), at a constant speed in a transport portion (74, 74') on the return side, with a propulsion means interacting with the carriage secondary, the transport portion extending over a length of the return side between a carriage entrance end (22) and a carriage exit end (50), said constant speed being such as to provide a steady state supply of carriages (24, 26) to a continuously abutted length of carriages (24, 26) in a moving stack at a carriage abutting portion adjacent the exit of the return side;

   b) propelling the carriages (24, 26), at a speed less than said constant speed, at said abutting portion (80) with a propulsion means interacting with the carriage secondary;

   c) sensing the distances between carriages arriving in the transport portion (74, 74') on the return side and detecting the excess length of an undesirable gap between undelayed and delayed carriages (24, 26) arriving in the transport portion (74, 74') on the return side; and

   d) increasing the speed of delayed carriages (24, 26) in the transport portion (74, 74') on the return side so that they are no longer delayed.

2. The method of claim 1, characterized by

   - continuing said temporarily increasing to increase the speed of the delayed carriages (24, 26) until they are undelayed and to temporarily increase the length of the stack; and

   - decreasing the speed of the carriages (24, 26) in the transport portion (74, 74') to said constant speed, wherein the undesirable gap is eliminated between carriages (24, 26) exiting the return side.

3. The method in accordance to claim 2, characterized by continuing said temporarily increasing is complete before the undesirable gap reaches the abutting portion (80).

4. The method in accordance to claims 2 or 3, characterized by continuing said temporarily increasing is complete before the undesirable gap reaches the end of the transport portion (74, 74').

5. The method in accordance to at least one of the claims 2 to 4 characterized by decreasing the speed occurs at a predetermined time based on the excess of the undesirable gap.

6. The method in accordance to claim 1 characterized in that the undesirable gap is following the previously delayed carriages (24, 26) before the undesirable gap reaches the abutting portion (80).

7. The method in accordance to claims 1 or 6 characterized in that the undesirable gap is following the previously delayed carriages (24, 26) before the un-
8. The method in accordance to at least one of the claims 1, 6 or 7 characterized by

- providing a propulsion means for said transport portion for varying the speed of carriages (24, 26) in discrete segments of said transport portion (80);
- temporarily increasing the speed of the carriages (24, 26) in a first subsection (74b) of the transport portion (74, 74') on the return side including the first of the delayed carriages (24, 26) in response to said undesirable gap;
- temporarily increasing the speed of the carriages (24, 26) in a second adjacent subsection (74a) of the transport portion (74, 74') on the return side including the first of the delayed carriages (24, 26) in response to said undesirable gap;
- decreasing the speed of the carriages (24, 26) in the second subsection (74a) of the transport portion (74, 74') to said constant speed when the delayed carriages (24, 26) have left, wherein the delayed carriages (24, 26) are caught up and the undesirable gap is following said caught up delayed carriages (24, 26).

9. The method in accordance to at least one of the claims 1 or 8, characterized in that the undesirable gap is following the previously delayed carriages (24, 26) before the undesirable gap reaches the abutting portion.

10. The method in accordance to at least one of the claims 1, 8 or 9 characterized in that the undesirable gap is following the previously delayed carriages (24, 26) before the undesirable gap reaches the end of the transport portion (74, 74').

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum vorübergehenden Beschleunigen verspäteter Wagen (24, 26) auf der Rückführseite einer Endloschleife (32, 34) angetriebener Wagen (24, 26) in einer linearerortgetriebenen Reckanlage, die zwei solche Schleifen (32, 34) aufweist, wobei jeder angetriebene Wagen (24, 26) mit einem Linearort-Sekundärelement ausgerüstet ist, das zu einem Folienbahnhiefe-Reckvorschub auf einer Folienbahngreifseite der Endloschleife (32, 34) ausgebildet ist, gekennzeichnet durch:

a) Vorschieben der angetriebenen Wagen (24, 26) mit konstanter Geschwindigkeit in einem Transportteil (74, 74') auf der Rückführseite mit einer Vorschubeinrichtung, die mit dem Wagensekundärelement in Wechselwirkung steht, wobei sich der Transportteil über eine Länge der Rückführseite zwischen einem Wagen(auslaufende (22) und einem Wagenauslaufende (50) erstreckt, wobei die konstante Geschwindigkeit einen gleichmäßigen Nachschub von Wagen (24, 26) zu einer ständig angestauten Länge von Wagen (24, 26) in einem sich bewegenden Stack an einem Wagenaufreihungsteil am Auslauf der Rückführseite liefert; b) Vorschieben der Wagen (24, 26) beim Aufreihungsteil (80) durch eine Vorschubeinrichtung, die mit dem Wagen-Sekundärelement in Wechselwirkung steht, mit einer Geschwindigkeit, die kleiner als die konstante Geschwindigkeit ist; c) Erfassen der Entfernungen am Transportteil (74, 74') auf der Rückführseite einlaufenden Wagen und Bestimmen der überzähligen Länge einer unerwünschten Lücke zwischen unverspäteten und verspäteten Wagen (24, 26), die beim Transportteil (74, 74') auf der Rückführseite einlaufen; und d) Erhöhen der Geschwindigkeit verspäteter Wagen (24, 26) im Transportteil (74, 74') auf der Rückführseite, so dass sie nicht mehr verspätet sind.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, gekennzeichnet durch:

- Fortführen der vorübergehenden Erhöhung zum Erhöhen der Geschwindigkeit der verspäteten Wagen (24, 26), bis sie nicht verspätet sind und zum vorübergehenden Erhöhen der Länge des Stacks; und
- Verringern der Geschwindigkeit der Wagen (24, 26) im Transportteil (74, 74') auf die konstante Geschwindigkeit, wobei die unerwünschte Lücke zwischen den Wagen (24, 26), die auf der Rückführseite auslaufen, beseitigt wird.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das vorübergehende Erhöhen abgeschlossen ist, bevor die unerwünschte Lücke den Aufreihungsteil (80) erreicht.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2 oder 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das vorübergehende Erhöhen abgeschlossen ist, bevor die unerwünschte Lücke das Ende des Transportteils (74, 74') erreicht.

5. Verfahren nach mindestens einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verringern der Geschwindigkeit zu einer vorbestimmten Zeit auf der Grundlage des Überschusses der
unerwünschten Lücke geschieht.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** die unerwünschte Lücke den vorher verspäteten Wagen (24, 26) folgt, bevor die unerwünschte Lücke den Aufreihungsteil (80) erreicht.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 6, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** die unerwünschte Lücke den vorher verspäteten Wagen (24, 26) folgt, bevor die unerwünschte Lücke den Aufreihungsteil (80) erreicht.

8. Verfahren nach mindestens einem der Ansprüche 1, 6 oder 7, **gekennzeichnet durch**:

   - Vorsehen einer Vorschubeinrichtung für den Transportteil zum Variieren der Geschwindigkeit der Wagen (24, 26) in diskreten Abschnitten des Transportteils (74, 74');
   - vorübergehendes Erhöhen der Geschwindigkeit der Wagen (24, 26) in einem ersten Unterabschnitt (74b) des Transportteils (74, 74') auf der Rückführseite, die den ersten der verspäteten Wagen (24, 26) enthält, in Reaktion auf die unerwünschte Lücke;
   - vorübergehendes Erhöhen der Geschwindigkeit der Wagen (24, 26) in einem zweiten benachbarten Unterabschnitt (74a) des Transportteils (74, 74') auf der Rückführseite, die den ersten der verspäteten Wagen (24, 26) enthält, in Reaktion auf die unerwünschte Lücke;
   - Verringerung der Geschwindigkeit der Wagen (24, 26) im zweiten Unterabschnitt (74a) des Transportteils (74, 74') auf die konstante Geschwindigkeit, wenn die verspäteten Wagen (24, 26) abgefahren sind, wobei die verspäten Wagen (24, 26) aufgerückt sind und die unerwünschte Lücke den aufgerückten verspäteten Wagen (24, 26) folgt.

9. Verfahren nach mindestens einem der Ansprüche 1 oder 8, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** die unerwünschte Lücke den vorher verspäteten Wagen (24, 26) folgt, bevor die unerwünschte Lücke den Aufreihungsteil erreicht.

10. Verfahren nach mindestens einem der Ansprüche 1, 8 oder 9, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** die unerwünschte Lücke den vorher verspäteten Wagen (24, 26) folgt, bevor die unerwünschte Lücke das Ende des Transportteils (74, 74') erreicht.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour accélérer temporairement des chariots attardés (24, 26) sur le côté retour d'une boucle sans fin (32, 34) de chariots entraînés (24, 26) dans une rame d'étirage à moteur linéaire pour un matériau en forme de nappe, comprenant deux boucles (32, 34), chaque chariot entraîné (24, 26) étant équipé d'un secondaire de moteur linéaire adapté à la propulsion de l'étirage de nappe sur un côté de la boucle sans fin (32, 34) correspondant à l'engagement de la nappe, **caractérisé en ce que**:

   a) on propulse les chariots entraînés (24, 26) à une vitesse constante dans une partie de transport (74, 74') sur le côté retour, avec des moyens de propulsion qui coopèrent avec le secondaire du chariot, la partie de transport s'étendant sur une longueur du côté retour entre une extrémité d'entrée de chariots (22) et une extrémité de sortie de chariots (50), ladite vitesse constante étant telle qu'elle assure une alimentation permanente de chariots (24, 26) vers une longueur de chariots (24, 26) continuellement en butée dans un emplacement de dépôt au niveau d'une partie de butée de chariots adjacente à la sortie du côté retour ;
   b) on propulse les chariots (24, 26), à une vitesse inférieure à ladite vitesse constante, à ladite partie en butée (80), avec des moyens de propulsion qui coopèrent avec le secondaire du chariot ;
   c) on détecte les distances entre les chariots arrivant dans la partie de transport (74, 74') sur le côté retour et on détecte la longueur excessive d'un intervalle indésirable entre des chariots sans retard et des chariots attardés (24, 26) arrivant dans la partie de transport (74, 74'), sur le côté retour ;
   d) on augmente la vitesse des chariots attardés (24, 26) dans la partie de transport (74, 74') sur le côté retour, de sorte qu'ils ne soient plus attardés.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, **caractérisé en ce que** :

   -- on continue ladite augmentation temporaire pour augmenter la vitesse des chariots attardés (24, 26) jusqu'à ce qu'ils n'aient plus de retard et pour augmenter temporairement la longueur de l'emplacement ;
   -- on diminue la vitesse des chariots (24, 26) dans la partie de transport (74, 74') à ladite vitesse constante, de sorte que l'intervalle indésirable est éliminé entre les chariots (24, 26) qui sortent du côté retour.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, **caractérisé en ce que** la continuation de ladite augmentation temporaire est terminée avant que l'intervalle indésirable atteigne la partie en butée (80).
4. Procédé selon l’une ou l’autre des revendications 2 et 3, caractérisé en ce que la continuation de ladite augmentation temporaire est terminée avant que l’intervalle indésirable atteigne la fin de la partie de transport (74, 74').

5. Procédé selon l’une au moins des revendications 2 à 4, caractérisé en ce que la diminution de la vitesse se produit à un moment prédéterminé, basé sur le dépassement de l’intervalle indésirable.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que l’intervalle indésirable a lieu à la suite des chariots auparavant attardés (24, 26) avant que l’intervalle indésirable atteigne la partie en butée (80).

7. Procédé selon l’une ou l’autre des revendications 1 et 6, caractérisé en ce que l’intervalle indésirable a lieu à la suite des chariots auparavant attardés (24, 26) avant que l’intervalle indésirable atteigne la fin de la partie de transport (74, 74').

8. Procédé selon l’une au moins des revendications 1, 6 et 7, caractérisé en ce que :

--- on prévoit des moyens de propulsion pour ladite partie de transport afin de faire varier la vitesse des chariots (24, 26) dans des segments discrets de ladite partie de transport (74, 74');
--- on augmente temporairement la vitesse des chariots (24, 26) dans une première sous-section (74b) de la partie de transport (74, 74') sur le côté retour qui inclut le premier des chariots attardés (24, 26) en réponse audit intervalle indésirable ;
--- on augmente temporairement la vitesse des chariots (24, 26) dans une seconde sous-section adjacente (74a) de la partie de transport (74, 74') sur le côté retour incluant le premier des chariots attardés (24, 26) en réponse audit intervalle indésirable ;
--- on diminue la vitesse des chariots (24, 26) dans la seconde sous-section (74a) de la partie de transport (74, 74') à ladite vitesse constante quand les chariots attardés (24, 26) l’ont quitté, de sorte que les chariots attardés (24, 26) sont rattrapés et que l’intervalle indésirable a lieu à la suite desdits chariots attardés rattrapés (24, 26).

9. Procédé selon l’une au moins des revendications 1 et 8, caractérisé en ce que l’intervalle indésirable a lieu à la suite des chariots auparavant attardés (24, 26) avant que l’intervalle indésirable atteigne la partie en butée.

10. Procédé selon l’une au moins des revendications 1,8 & 9, caractérisé en ce que l’intervalle indésir-